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ON THE UNIQUE SOLVABILITY 
OF NONRESONANT ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
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Abstract: We obtain a result on the unique solvability of 
the class of nonl inear D i r i c h l e t problems satisfying a ce r t a in 
nonresonance condition. 
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1. In t roduct ion. In this note we shall consider the equa-
tions of the following type: 
(1) - Au = g(x,u,Vu) in -0_ 
u = 0 on 3il 
Throughout the paper we assume that II is a bounded domain in 
R , n£l. We do not impose any regularity conditions on the boun-
dary of -CL .In t u r n , we shall seek only weak solutions of (1). 
There exists an enormous l i t e r a t u r e about solvability of 
such equations and its analogues involving higher order ellip-
tic operators. See for instance 14i and a long list of references 
cited the rein. 
To our best knowledge the question of unique solvability for 
nonresonant elliptic equations of the form (1) has not yet been 
studied, at least not in the noncoercive case. It is our intenti-
on in this note to give a result about existence and uniqueness, 
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which is rather close to the existence result obtained in '3J for 
more general elliptic equat ions . It also represents an improve-
ment of the theorem 3 in [ 5 ] . The method of the proof which we 
use here is constructive and is analogous to that in 15], but the 
estimates are carried out in a much more precise way. 
2, P re l im ina r i es . Let us first introduce some no t a t ion . By 
R we shall denote the set of all r e a l s . For p = (p,,...,p ) e Rn 
we define |p| = (.ft, | P i l
2 ) X / 2 . 
The Lebesgue space L2(IL) will be equipped with the usual 
scalar product, which we denote by (•»•), while th* Sobolev spa-
ce H"~(Jl) will be equipped with the scalar product defined by 
(u,v)x = J a V u .Vv dx 
The corresponding norms will be denoted by il • II and )! • II, res-
pectively. 
Let ( Xi) be the sequence of eigenvalues of the operator 
- A with the Dirichlet boundary condition on H . As it is well 
known, we have 
0 < %x < X 2--A 36... 
X1—-> oo 
From this we see that there exist infinitely many distinct con-
secutive pairs of eigenvalues. Let ( gp.) be the corresponding se-
quence of eigenfunctions, which we assume to be normalized in 
L2(£L), i.e. Ij y A\ = 1. Thus it forms the orthonormal base in 
i-2(-0.) and is also a complete orthogonal set in H
1(IL) such that 
(2) «SPi»f - V 
Recall that a mapping g: fl* Rx R n—> R is said to be of the 
Carathgodory type if g(*,u,p) is measurable for all (u,p) and 
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g(x,»,0 is continuous for almost all x. 
3. The unique solvability result. Let us now formulate the 
main result of this paper. 
Theorem. Let g: ilxRxR n—> R be a Carath6odory mapping such 
that g(* ,0,0) e. L2(il) and let there exist €/>0, k £ 1 such that 
(3) J\k+ 6 -£(g(x,u1,p)-g(x,u2,p))/(u1-u2) £ \ + 1 - & 
for all (x,u.,p), i = 1,2, u,4u2, where A. , A . , are two distinct 
consecutive eigenvaluesof -A . Furthermore, assume that 
(4) |g(x,u,p1)-g(x,u,p2)| ̂ rC|p1-p2| 
for all (x,u,pi)., i = 1,2. If 
(5) C < e / ^ | | 
then there exists a unique weak solution of (1). 
In the proof we shall use the following classical result 
about the unique solvability of nonlinear elliptic equations (see 
L2], or [1] for the much more general setting), which can be pro-
ved using the Banach fixed point theorem. 
Lemma. Let f: Six R —> R be a Carath^odory mapping such that 
f(-,0)feL2(il). Let a,b€R be such that 
a i4(f(x,u1)-f(x,u2))/(u1-u2)6 b 
for all x, u,, u2, u ^ u ^ . 
If [a ,b] r\ cf(- h ) = 0 (a nonresonance condition), then there 
exists a unique weak solution of 
- &u = f(x,u) in H 
u = 0 on 3--1 
Proof of the theorem. As a consequence of the lemma and (3) 
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we obtain that the mapping T:H (il)—>H (il) defined by u = Tq 
and 
- Au = g(x,u, Vq) in il 
u = 0 on d& 
is well d e f i n e d . We show that T is a contraction, so that the the-
orem will follow from the Banach fixed point theorem . So choose 
arbitrary q, ,q« e H M i l ) , and let u. = Tq,, i = 1,2. Denote h = 
= q,-q2, z = u,-u2 and let 
H" = span •Ccp1, . . . , c?k* 
H+ = span i9 • :i > k' 
We thus have the orthogonal decomposition 
H*(il) = H~ © H+ 
+ 
z = z + z 
where z~€ H~ respec t i ve l y . Define also z = - z " + z . From u. = 
= Tq. , i = 1,2, we get 
(6) - A z - r z = [ g ( x , u 1 , V q 1 ) - g ( x , u 2 , \7q-J-rz3 + 
+ [ g ( x , u 2 , V q 1 ) - g ( x , u 2 , \7q2 ) ] 
where r = (X k+ -̂ k + i )/2. Denoting the first term in the square 
brackets on the right hand side by A and the second by B, we ob-
tain using (3),(4) that 
(7) I A J *(( A k + 1- A k)/2-e)|z| 
(8) |B|*-C|v*h| 
00 
Let z = . ..> z. Cp. , z.cR, be a Fourier series of z with res-
pect to the basis ( c ^ ) in L 2 ( H ) . Testing the left hand side of 
(6) by 2 and using (2), we get 
(9) <- A z - r z , z > H - i y = - it2^IIf + |iz
 + H2 + r(\\z-\\2Q - |iz
 + . l2) 
= 4f<l V^^V^x 
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Qn the other hand, testing the right hand side of (6) by z 
and using (7),(8), llzjl = llzll , we get that the resulting expres-
sion is less than or equal to 
(10) ( ( * k + 1 - \ ) / 2 - &) IUUQ + C l l h l l j l l z l l 0 ^ 
£ ( ( A k + 1 - A k ) / 2 - e + s) J ^ z
2 + (C2 /4s) l ih l l2 
7 7 
Here we used the i nequa l i t y ab-£(a /4s) + sb w i th a = C HhlL , 
b = l l z lL and 0 < s < £ » to be chosen l a t e r , o 
From (9) and (10) we finally obtain 
OO r, 
(11) .JL^ C|l-( Ak + 1+ A k) /2A. | - (A k + 1 -A k ) /2 A . + ( s - s ) / A.3A.zf-
^ ( C 2 / 4 s ) l ih l l 2 
Denoting the expression in the square brackets in (11) by a . , 
we get that 
(12) i f i ^ k then aj> = ( A k + f c - s ) / A i - l > ( & - s ) / A k 
(13) i f i > k then a i = 1 - ( A k + 1~ & +s) / A £ > ( & - s ) / A k + 1 
Thus from (11) we have 
l»2//\ v'/'r»2//1„\ |« i_ 112 ( e - s ) l í z | | J / A k + 1 é ( C V 4 s ) l ih l i * 
and we see that for the contractivity of T it suffices to check 
the condition 
0-£C2 A k + 1/4s(& -s) -£l 
But this is fulfilled in view of (5), by putting s =e/2. Note 
that this choice for s is opt ima l . 
Q.E .D . 
Remark. It is easy to see that the constraint (5) on the 
constant C represents an improvement of the corresponding one 
given in [5, Theorem 31. We also note that we do not impose any 
constraint on e from below, as was the case in [51. 
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